Sun Xun Shock Time Richard Vine
sun xun: shock of time - drawingcenter - the drawing center 35 wooster street, new york, ny 10013 tel:
212-219-2166 fax: 212-966-2976 drawingcenter sun xun biography - skny - sun xun: shock of time, the
drawing center, new york, new york, usa sun xun solo exhibition , ziam gallery, yokohama, japan 2008 coal
spell , platform china project space, beijing, china sun xun - shanghart gallery - sun xun also exhibits his
individual cell drawings and other mixed media works, sometimes alongside his films. his series of small mixed
media works titled “shock of time" (2006) challenged notions of time, history and narration and utilized sun
xun - shanghart gallery - accompanying the animations, sun xun has also made an extensive series of small
paint- ings ‘shock of time’ (2006) on various material, all measuring 17 x 25 cm. here, he also maunder, tess.
“sun xun in conversation,” ocula, july 19 ... - sun xun's five-minute-long animation, shock of time (2006)
is distinctive of this style. this work this work considers the role of time in relation to our day-to-day lives
through the journey of a cloaked man who sun xun - creationcontemporaine-asie - time vivarium by sun
xun, 2014, acrylic and ink on paper mounted to aluminium, sean kelly gallery sometimes memories does lie,
by sun xun, pastel on canvas, 2014 shock of time" film by sun xun, 2006 for immediate release - the high
line - uns xun’s (b. 1980, china) stop-motion animations of his painterly charcoal drawings in shock of time
(2006) and people’s republic of zoo (2009) follow the story of a man drawn on reams of newspaper pages and
an ominous structure and optical properties of transition metal ... - dr. ke-xun sun, and dr. venkatesan
muthukumar, for their time in reviewing my dissertation and also for been part of my dissertation committee
members. i would also research of simulation on the effect of suspension damping ... - stiffness. c3 Ãc4
(1 Ês/m) were damping coefficient of front shock absorber and rear shock absorber. a Ã b (m) were horizontal
distance of mass center of front tire and rear tire to mass center of sprung mass.
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